For Beginners
I am Joy bestowing you wings,
Love springing in your gaze,
Smile lightening your face,
Wisdom blossoming on your forehead.
I am blessing conveyed by your hands,
Power vibrating in your speech,
I am Goodness that you ever manifest,
Peace that you sow in hearts.
*
Brother, what guided you here? What are you searching? Do you know what you
desire? Are you determined?
Is it only curiosity which brought you here? If this is the case you might see only
appearance, as reality can only manifest to you in accordance to your real need.
Or would you come without any precise purpose, only because you think it
appropriate? Brother, be patient, slow will be your discoveries.
Could it be intense aspiration which enticed you to come? Could it be your deep
faith? Could it be your need for Truth? Could it be your quest, oh searcher for light?
So Brother, be welcome. This course presents its lessons, the Group its élan, the Center
its help, the Masters their vibrations. Verily, answers come to true searchers.
This course is open to all who deeply seek light. It instructs the student to tread upon
the Path; it schools the Disciple for Initiation. It also prepares him for Service too, the
Service of Love, a visible or invisible aid.
Already you ask how to work: apply these lessons in your life, constantly, as only the
expression of your spiritual life in your daily practice will allow Illumination, and being a
Being of Love for your fellows.
But remember:
Before the beginning of each course, before each session in group, or reading or
meditation at home, observe a time of silence, an intense silence where the clamor of the
world will quiet down, where perfect receptiveness will arise.
At the end of each lesson, reading, or meditation, keep or even increase the given
vibration. Do not destroy it through futile idle, but reinforce it through silence or
measured, constructive and definite speech.
Also remember: Being is measured by its radiation. This will bring you to the group,
your fellows, joy, smile, benediction, goodness, so that both the group and yourself might
be a luminous center pouring Love, Wisdom, Power and Peace.
You are asking whether there are material obligations? There exist none exterior. The
only one you take is the one in respect to yourself. However, if you desire to help, such
as the expenses of the course, what you give will permit to the activity of the Center and
of the Group to continue, the Center having no other financial contribution than the one
freely offered by each member of the Group and several other persons.

Perhaps, oh Brother, your quest might be deeper, your élan more total. You would
like to help, be a participant to the work, not only with your surplus, but also with all
your being. You would like to really enter the Way. This, Brother, implies a
commitment, a commitment to the Masters, the Center, and yourself.
Brother, if you really want to serve, there exists for you the “group of Construction”
within the “nameless group”. Therein you will learn to share the responsibility of a
spiritual mission, and contribute to its development through financial participation,
fraternal services, deep vibration, and invisible aid. Then, later, as an initiate, and, some
future day, as a Master.
Brother, if this is your deep aspiration, find two members of the group of Construction
for the necessary preparation instruction. When you believe you are ready, with the
assent of your sponsors, write your petition for admission.
Then soon, brother, joy and love will flow from your gaze, smile will lighten your
face, wisdom will be inscribed on your forehead, hands will stream warmhearted
blessings, power will vibrate in your speech, goodwill in your acts, and in your wake
Peace will blossom.
May Peace be with you.
Light
Harmony was so pervading, Purity so sweet, Love so perfect…from a single élan,
vibrant, total, the call was heard like a trumpet…
Out of the Gran Cosmos of Light a ray sprung forth, blazing in its purity.
Melodious the Voice rose:
To you I come, oh Earth, to bring a new Light. Times are now bygone, an Age
approaches its end, a new cycle begins. Wake up, oh Earth, and rejoice! The new Age is
born, a new light dominion. To you, Priests of the Light, Instructors of the New Age, this
hour is assigned.
A new Age is born, an Age of Light…
Harmony was so pervading, Purity so sweet, Love so perfect…
The Golden Age
An Age of Light, the new Golden Age is born, so pure, so sweet, so
perfect…Regardless of the cataclysmic commotion of its entrance, it appears, calm and
radiant. Wherefrom is it come, so noble, so handsome, whereas a civilization everywhere
disintegrates, evil is destroying itself?
Vision clear pries the horizon. Back along the course of years, centuries, cycles…At
least the horizon lightens up, Light is again resplendent, and a Golden Age is again in the
field of vision. Then again darkness. Years are passing, then centuries, cycles…a
Golden Age appears, reappears.

Again, again, and again.
Each time the Cause dominates, each time the Age manifests the Cause: Light, Life,
Purity, Beauty, and Perfection.
So endures the family of the Golden Ages, therefrom originates the present new Age
of Light.
The Pioneers of the Golden Age
In the clear vision of the new Age, the attention is attracted towards a more luminous
group. This group of noble hearts, courageous and pure, knows but a Service, a Purpose,
and a Cause.
Part of the large family of Humanity, are the Elderly Brothers as a kernel of blazing
Love. Beautiful vision, noble vision of this group with pure and resolute hearts. From
age to age it comes forth, bringing the last Golden Age to perfection, to its luminous
harmony.
Light emanating from this group always intensifies as times pass: the Age demands it,
the Brothers realize it…Already a part of the Brothers realize the Ascension: Beings of
Lights serving the Age of Light. The other part remains, teaching total mastery, the
Ascension, and in turn ascend… Brothers servicing Brothers…
Other groups now attract the attention: so much élan surges…all aspire towards light.
All desire illumination. On them the head group spread its Light, giving its teaching,
preparing pure service.
They also are the pioneers of the new age, the brothers of good will, realizing the Plan.
In the close horizon, yet so murky and dark, more blazing lights emerge, brothers in
good faith on quest for light. Uniting their efforts or working alone, all dedicate
themselves to the same purpose, preparing the same advent…
Then Light responds already, then dawn is born…

